GRADE 7- UNIT 7 – PRACTICE 1

I. Find the word which has different sound in the underlined part.

1. A. rest       B. help       C. garden       D. identify
2. A. traffic    B. pavement   C. plane       D. station
3. A. sign       B. mistake    C. triangle    D. drive
4. A. nearest    B. head       C. bread       D. health
5. A. railway    B. mail       C. sail        D. captain

II. Choose the correct option for each gap in the sentences.

6. Drivers have to .......... their seatbelt whenever they drive.
   A. put         B. tie        C. fasten       D. put on
7. We should wait for the traffic lights .......... before we cross the street.
   A. turn green  B. to turn green C. turn yellow D. to turn yellow
8. All of us have to obey .......... strictly.
   A. traffic rules B. traffic     C. traffic jam D. regular
9. Cyclists and motorists have to wear a .......... when they ride a motorbike.
   A. hard hat    B. cap         C. mask        D. helmet
10. He forgot to give a ........... before he turned left and got a ticket.
    A. signal      B. sign       C. light       D. hand
11. .......... does it take you to get to Ho Chi Minh City by plane? - About 2 hours.
    A. How far     B. How much   C. How long    D. How many
12. There .......... a bus station in the city centre, but it has moved to the suburbs.
    A. used to be  B. used to have C. use to have D. were
13. I .......... marbles when I was young, but now I didn’t.
    A. play        B. used to play C. have played D. didn’t use to play
14. “ .......... is it from your house to the nearest bus stop?” - “About 50 meters’
    A. How far     B. How long   C. How often D. How much
15. We should .......... the street at the zebra crossing.
    A. walk        B. walk on    C. walk through D. walk across
16. Lan used to go to school ...........
    A. with bicycle B. by foot    C. in car       D. by bus
17. Public .......... in my town is good and cheap.
    A. transport   B. tour       C. journey    D. travel
18. .......... is not very far from here to the city center.
    A. That        B. This       C. It         D. There
19. When there is a traffic jam, it .......... me a very long time to go home.
    A. costs       B. takes      C. lasts      D. spends
20. Mai’s dad usually drives her to school ........... her school is very far from her house.
    A. but         B. though     C. because    D. or
21. Yesterday Hoa and Lan ……… round West Lake. It took them an hour.
   A. cycle  B. cycles  C. cycling  D. cycled
22. Minh used to ………… his homework late in the evening.
   A. does  B. do  C. doing  D. did
23. If  people …………. the rules, there are no more accidents.
   A. follow  B. take care of  C. obey  D. remember
24. You should ………… right and left when you go across the roads.
   A. see  B. look  C. be  D. take
25. Hurry up or we can’t ……….. the last bus home.
   A. keep  B. follow  C. go  D. catch
26. Linda used to …………. morning exercise when she got up early.
   A. did  B. does  C. doing  D. do
27. My mum ………… the bus to work every day, but I cycle.
   A. catches  B. drives  C. goes  D. runs
28. Active voice : Harvard University has awarded Nam a scholarship.
   Passive voice : Nam ………… a scholarship by Harvard University.
   A. has be awarded  B. has been awarded  C. has awarded  D. has was awarded
29. Bus is the main public ……… in Viet Nam.
   A. travel  B. tricycle  C. transport  D. vehicle
30. The play was so boring …………, An saw it from beginning to end.
   A. Therefore  B. Despite  C. However  D. Although
31. She’s sure that they will find the film ……….
   A. entertaining  B. entertain  C. entertainment  D. entertained
32. “ Do you like seeing a film ? “ ……………………….”
   A. No, I don’t like it at all  B. Sure. What film shall we see?
   C. Who is in it?  D. I’m sorry, I can’t.
33. …………. being frightened by the images, Lan still liked the film so much.
   A. In spite  B. Despite  C. Although  D. Nevertheless
34. …………. is La Tomatina celebrated? - Every August.
   A. Where  B. Why  C. When  D. Which
35. My father liked the………..of that singer.
   A. perform  B. performer  C. performance  D. performing
36. Does your bike ever……………down on the way to school?
   A. break  B. take  C. do  D. turn
37. I …………. go on foot when I was in primary school.
   A. used to  B. break  C. can  D. may
38. Give a ………….. before you turn left or right.
   A. sign  B. turn  C. sound  D. signal
39. A lot of dancers go to Rio de Janeiro to …….. the Carnival.
   A. attend    B. join   C. perform   D. appear

40. …………… the film was gripping, Tom slept from beginning to end.
   A. Therefore  B. Despite   C. However   D. Although

III. Read the following text carefully and choose the correct answer A, B, C or D for each of the gap.

When you are in Singapore, you can go about (41) ……… taxi, by bus, or by underground. I myself prefer the underground (42) …………. it is fast, easy and cheap. There are (43) ……… buses and taxis in Singapore and one cannot drive along the road (44) ………… and without many stops, especially on Monday morning. The underground is therefore usually quicker (45) …………… taxis or buses. If you do not know Singapore very well, it is difficult (46) …………… the bus you want. You can take a taxi, but it is (47) …………… expensive than the underground or a bus. On the underground, you find good maps that (48) …………. you the names of the stations and show you (49) ………… to get to them, so (50) ………….. it is easy to find your way.

41. A. by        B. in        C. at        D. on
42. A. but       B. because     C. when      D. so
43. A. few       B. a lot       C. many      D. some
44. A. quick     B. quickly     C. quicker    D. quickest
45. A. so        B. like        C. than       D. as
46. A. find      B. to find     C. finding    D. found
47. A. less       B. more       C. most       D. much
48. A. tell      B. told        C. tells      D. telling
49. A. who       B. what        C. when      D. how
50. A. how       B. that        C. when      D. where

IV. Read the text and then choose the best answer A, B, C or D.

Yesterday, on the way home from school, I saw an accident. A boy was run over by a taxi when he was riding his bicycle. The boy’s leg was broken and it was bleeding badly. Someone there tried to stop the bleeding. They put pressure on it and held it tight. A man used his mobile phone to call the emergency service. Some minutes later, an ambulance arrived and sent the boy to the hospital. Two policemen came to the scene immediately. Some people told the police that the taxi driver was driving at a very high speed when the accident happened. Some others began talking about the traffic accidents these days and blamed the increasing number of accidents on the roads for careless driving and drunk drivers.
51. What did the writer see yesterday?
   A. An accident  B. A fire  C. A fighting  D. A crash
52. The accident happened between a taxi and………..
   A. a bus  B. a bicycle  C. a car  D. a motorbike
53. The boy was sent to the hospital by…………
   A. a police  B. a car  C. a passenger  D. an ambulance
54. What part of his body was hurt?  – His…………
   A. arm  B. head  C. leg  D. shoulder
55. How was the driver driving when the accident happened?  – Very………..
   A. fast  B. slowly  C. carefully  D. well
5. Choose the correct preposition to complete the sentences.
56. What will you do……Monday?
   A. in  B. on  C. at  D. of
57. It is often rainly……Autumn.
   A. in  B. on  C. of  D. at
58. What did you do ...............the evening?
   A. of  B. on  C. at  D. in
59. I often get up...............6 o’clock.
   A. on  B. in  C. at  D. of
60. I watched a new film ............midnight.
   A. in  B. at  C. on  D. of

____________THE END__________